The &ace growing framework presented by Besl and Jain [l] 
Introduction
Surface growing range segmentation [I, 2,5, 15,3,9,4] is a local-to-global approach to surface reconstruction in which seed regions, initially isolated from discontinuities, are expanded until surface boundaries are reached. The seed regions must be constructed such that they do not straddle discontinuities and do not include the outliers range sensors introduce along discontinuities. Violating either of these requirements can lead to reconstructed surfaces that bridge *The authors would like to thank the National Science Foundation for funding this research under grants IRI-9217195 and IRI-9408700.
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Troy, NY 12 180-3590 http://www. cs. rpi. edu/"sewart/ across the discontinuities. The growth process itself repeatedly searches for data consistent with the current region's fit.
It uses a location consistency test, based on data point distances from an extrapolated fit, to collect inliers, avoid outliers, and halt growth at step discontinuities. It also uses an orientation consistency test, based on comparing estimated normals, to halt growth at crease discontinuities.
Current surface growing techniques, however, have two shortcomings. The first is a dependence on global thresholds. For instance, points are identified as inliers if their residual distances are within 3 0 range units of the current fit.
Unfortunately, the noise in a range image varies with depth, orientation, and surface reflectance (see Figure 1 ). Therefore, a global scale parameter may not be available. Second, current surface growing techniques rely on large seed regions. While large seed regions can be readily identified in simple scenes of isolated objects, large seed regions cannot be guaranteed when scene complexity increases to include multiple objects with many surfaces, discontinuities and outliers.
Here, we extend multivariate regression analysis techniques to develop statistical criteria that control surface growth. Our location consistency test is based on single point prediction intervals (SPPI). Local fit and scale estimates are used to define a region about the extrapolation of the current fit to search for potential inliers. These intervals adjust to the current region size, estimates, and con& dence, allowing small fits to recover from poor initial estimates while protecting a region from incorporating outliers or samples from across large step height discontinuities.
Our orientation consistency test is based on the normal prediction interval (NPI) . Locally estimated surface normals for candidate data are compared against the normal estimate from the current fit using a method which explicitly accounts for uncertainty in the two estimates. This test halts growths when encountering data with normals statistically different from the current fit.
Finally, we introduce a new type of criterion to the surface growing process, one that tests a set of points as a group against the current estimated fit. This test, based on simultaneous prediction intervals ( SPI), improves discontinuity detection by identifying when the set of candidate data is biased toward one side of the estimated fit. Figure 2(b) illustrates such a case, where points from the upper half of a step discontinuity fall within the limits imposed by the location or SPPI test. By testing the candidate data as a set, these small step discontinuities can be detected.
Basing our criteria on the multivariate regression model has a number of benefits. Aside from using only local estimates, the model allows for any surface order approximation (although we do not address the model selection problem here). Additionally, the multivariate regression model allows for various dependent-independent variable combinations, allowing the same criteria to be used for both surface and space curve reconstruction.
We begin with a review of multivariate regression, present condensed derivations of the three criteria, and finally discuss the alterations to the basic surface growing model necessary to make the best use of these criteria.
Multivariate regression
The multivariate regression model provides great flexibility for working with various surface orders (planar, quadratic, cubic) and ranks (surfaces, space curves), provides great inference power, and is a fairly good match to physical range sensors (i.e. sensor measurements have independent and dependent components). When concentrating on surfaces modelled as one dependent variable and two or more independent variables, regression surfaces are of the form' ' Throughout the text, we use the nomenclature from multivariate regression. The resulting criteria can then be easily mapped to a surface reconstruction setting.
where for linear surfaces, x(q x 1) is a vector
(2) 3The maximum likelihood estimates require nonrandom independent variables. If the independent variables are randomly distributed, the maximum likelihood estimates are interpreted as "conditional on,??'. Step discontinuity is detected by SPI (Section 5).
SPPI: Single point prediction intervals
To extrapolate a fit g, we need to identify nearby data which might have arisen from the same (unknown) surface 
This statistic is a Hotelling T2 random variable, which is related to the more familiar F random variable. For the case of univariate dependent variables (p = 1 as is typically the case in surface reconstruction), the statistic in equation 7 is equivalent to
Placing a bound on the statistic in equation 7, i.e. whose trace (or zeros) define the maximum distance5 (Single Point Prediction Interval or SPPI) an inlier (xf,yf) to surface B could stray from the fit E. The maximum residual distance is based on the estimates B^ and 2 and the uncertainty in Eand 2 and the amount of extrapolation (Figure 2) . Note, equation 9 is multivariate and can define different search shapes for different combinations of independent and dependent variables (Figure 3 
NPI: Normal prediction intervals
Since data from just across a crease discontinuity can sat- Furthermore, since the two fits are derived from independent sets of samples, we have two independent scale estimates, irB, and irB2. These independent scale estimates define two independent chi-squared random variables where the q's are the number of parameters in each fit. Since these chi-squared random variables are independent, their sum is a chi-squared random variable with the sum degrees of freedom [7] The random variables in equations 13 and 16 are independent (Section 2) and combine to form a t random variable, where for all a'
(fist - fig?) h, +mB2 -qB, -982). Setting a confidence bound on this statistic, we obtain a criterion for comparing the estimated normal of the current growing surface El against a local estimated normal from z2 at the position xf. If the two normals are not compatible, then we shouldn't consider the point ( x f ; y f ) as an inlier to B.
(mi

SPI: Simultaneous prediction intervals
Since data from across small step discontinuities can satisfy the inlier test (SPPI) for the extrapolation of B^ (see Figure 2 (b)), we introduce a third test which determines whether a set of data could collectively be from the (unknown) surface B. In Figure 2 (b), data from across the step discontinuity falls just within the upper tail of the SPPI'S for B^. Therefore, each point is individually considered a potential inlier to B. However, the likelihood that all points collectively fall near the upper tail of the SPPI'S is small. To capture this, we construct a summary statistic for a set of potential inliers, effectively testing for group inlier status, and detecting small scale discontinuities.
While the potential inliers to B are assumed to be independently distributed, their residual values relative to an estimated fit B^ are not independent. The covariance between the residual13 r; measured at xi" and residual r; measured at x; is given by The collection of potential points needs to be compared as a set against what we call its simultaneous prediction interval (SPI). For the case of one-dimensional dependent variables, the simultaneous prediction interval reduces to a kdimensional Student-t random variable for which there exist multiple approximate interval solutions [ 10, 61. Here, we derive a summary statistic which is univuriute across all ranks of dependent variables.
''Union Intersection Principle, see [ l l , Chapter 51. 13We use the "asterix" to indicate these points were not used in calculating the estimated fit.
Consider a set of k points, not used to estimate B^ and &, represented in the matrices Y* (k x p) and x* (k x q) . The set of k regduals to the regression surface are given by R* = Y* -x* B, where each residual (row of R*) is from a different distribution (equation 6) and the residuals' painvise dependence is given by equation 20. Since each row of R* has a different distribution and the rows are not independent, we cannot treat R* as a normal data matrix [ 11, page 651. However, we can operate on R* as a sin le random variable by "vectorizing" R*. The variable R* is the (kp x 1) vector formed by stacking the columns of R*(k x p). Considering the distribution of each r: and their interdependence, the distribution of R*' is given by
where "@" is the Kronecker matrix product Placing a confidence bound on this statistic yields our SPI criterion which tests k data points for group inlier status. Like the SPPI and NPI criteria, the SPI criterion uses local fit and noise estimates and the uncertainties associated with these estimates and their extrapolation (using the Mahalanobis distance in X I ) . Additionally, the SPI criterion accounts for the dependence between the k residuals. Finally, the SPI criterion is a univariate statistic suitable for segmenting both surfaces and space curves of arbitrary order.
Surface growing
Embedding the new SPPI, NPI, and SPI criteria in a surface growing algorithm requires a few adaptations to the basic surface growing model. We limit this presentation to extracting connected regions, allowing comparisons to the techniques in [8] to be done in future work.
Since these criteria factor in uncertainties, we can seed the growing process with very small surface patches fiom a robust local operator. We use MUSE [ 121 since it withstands a large percentage of outliers and extracts multiple surfaces in a given region. To facilitate a greedy surface expansion algorithm, we order the seed surfaces using an estimate of the confidence and only expand a seed region if its pixels have not already been assigned to other surfaces.
The initial normals required for the NPI criterion are calculated using ordinary least-squares on the points in the 5 x 5 neighborhood centered at each pixel that also fall within the SPPI limits of the pixel's seed surface. The initial normals, therefore, benefit from MUSE'S robustness to multiple structures and outliers, but are not constrained by MUSE'S window based extraction.
To best use the SPI criterion to localize segmentation changes, we select a point on the boundary of a region and gather pixels within a prescribed radius on the image plane for considerati~n.'~ This focuses the SPI criterion on a single (potential) discontinuity. The gathered pixels (not already included in the region) are filtered using SPPI and NPI to exclude outliers and points across crease and large step height discontinuities. The subset of points remaining that are connected to the region are tested as a group using SPI. If they pass this group inlier test, they are added to the region and the fit statistics are recalculated. As a second use of the SPI, we can test the boundary of a region by grouping those pixels near the selected boundary point that belong to the region, remove them from the region, recalculate the fit statistics, and try to add the points back using the method just described. This shrink operation assists in the recovery from initial mistakes.
We augment the above basic grow and shrink operations with inter-surface competition for data. Data satisfy15This differs from most surface growing techniques which gather all the points connected to the current region that pass their location and orientation tests. 14Detailed derivations will be made available on our web-site. ing more than one surface's SPPI and NPI criteria are assigned to a surface based on a combination of "best" residual distances and surface intersection tests [4] . Inter-surface competition and multiple passes through the surface list improves localization of discontinuities. 
Analysis
The benefits of the prediction interval framework are a freedom from global thresholds, an ability to work with local estimates, and an ability to reconstruct very small magnitude step discontinuities. This last point is illustrated in Figures 4  and 5 . In Figure 4 , we show results of repeated simulations of segmenting a step discontinuity of various magnitudes in a 30 x 30 data set. The step divided the data into one 600 and one 300 pixel region. Each surface was seeded with a 6 x 6 region and segmentation performance was measured as the fraction of each region reconstructed by the largest extracted segment. For very small step heights, a single bridging fit was extracted, covering 95% of the data from both regions. However, by h = 40, two surfaces were extracted, with the largest surface covering 95% of its side of the step while covering less than 0.5% of the other side of the step. This is a significant result since without SPI, the theoretical limit for surface growingI6 is between 50 and 6 0 (twice the location threshold which must be set to 2.50 to 3 0 to identify inliers). Also note, this performance is achieved without a known or globally estimated scale parameter. Figure 5 shows the segmentation of a scene composed of a series of 40 steps. For comparison, we include a segmentation from Fitzgibbon et al.'s range segmenter (UE segmenter [4] ) which had the best overall performance in [8] and is the closest in style of those discussed in [8] to the prediction interval segmenter. The parameters for the UE segmenter were set using the techniques discussed in [4] I6The limit for window based robust operators is even higher [14] .
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SPPl, NPI, SPI Reconstruction and [8], with the location threshold set at 2.50. The UE segmenter results in bridging fits whereas the prediction interval segmenter properly reconstructs the steps.
Results
We provide segmentation results on a Perceptron range image from [8] . The objects are roughly the size of a person, constructed from planar slabs of cardboard, and placed on a linoleum floor. The Perceptron data does not quite satisfy the locally Gaussian iid assumption of the prediction interval framework since the Perceptron sensor introduces "ripples" and other deviations from strict planarity [ 131. These sensor artifacts affect the calculation of initial normals, necessitating a data smoothing stage prior to their calculation. Here, each data element is smoothed with the data in a local neighborhood that satisfies the SPPI'S for the element's robust seed surface (thereby benefiting from MUSE'S robustness to multiple structures and outliers). Note, the smoothed data is only used for the calculation of initial normals; we revert to the original data during segmentation. Finally, the Perceptron sensor introduces outliers at depth discontinuities which span the range of depth values between the surfaces. Simple viewpoint constraints eliminate surfaces arising from this data.
Using SPPI, NPI, and SPI on the Perceptron data results in a slight oversegmentation of the scene. This is mostly attributable to SPI interpreting the data ripples and deviations from planarity as small discontinuities. However, the resulting segmentation is composed of large patches which properly localized the discontinuities in the scene. Adding a naive region merging algorithm results in the segmentation shown in Figure 6 . For comparison, we include segmentation images from the algorithms tested in [8] . The prediction interval segmenter performs very favorably, especially in localizing the crease discontinuities of the "pencil tip" object in the center of the scene and in reconstructing the three small surfaces on the inner radius of the "nut". The prediction interval statistics coupled with the naive region merging still oversegments the linoleum floor. We are currently investigating methods to address this problem.
Conclusion
Surface growing has the potential to address the issues involved with reconstructing range scenes from unstructured environments. By extending multivariate regression analysis techniques, we have developed criteria that bound the search for candidate data to add to a region's fit and that evaluate the compatibility of the candidate data to the existing fit. Our criteria differ from those currently employed by not requiring a global scale parameter, global range threshold, or a global orientation threshold. Rather, our criteria are locally adaptive, varying the range and orientation thresholds for each surface based local confidence measures. Furthermore, we have introduced the SPI criterion which tests candidate points for group inlier compatibility, thereby increasing the sensitivity to small discontinuities.
In the hture, we plan to extend the surface growing algorithm with a model selection methodology to extract higher order surfaces, and perhaps most importantly quantitatively compare our surface growing segmentation technique against other range segmentation techniques as in [SI.
